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CALL FOR PAPERS 
7TH INTERNATIONAL COLLoQUIUM 
ON AUTOMATA, LANGUAGES 
AND PROGRAMMING 
hly 16U&1980, Noordwijkerhout, The Netherlands 
The 7th annual ICALP meeting of the European Association for Theoretical 
Computer Science (EATCS) will be organized by the University of Utrecht (Utrecht) 
and the Mathematical Centre (Amsterdam). Papers are being sought presenting 
original contributions in any area of theoretical computer science. 
Topics. Automata theory, formal language theory, analysis of algorithms, compu- 
tational complexity, computability theory, mathematical aspects of programming 
language definition, semantics of programming languages, program verification, 
theory of data structures, theory of data bases and so on. 
Papers. Authors are invited to submit four copies of an extended abstract or full 
draft paper before November 151979 to the Chairman of the Program Committee 
Professor J.W. de BARKER 
Mathematical Centre 
2e Boerhaavestraat 49 
1091 AL Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
(telephone 0200947272, telex 12571) 
Authors will be notified of acceptance/rejection by February 5, 1980. Final papers 
are due April 1, 1980. 
Program Committee 
J.W. de Bakker (Amsterdam); A. Blikle (Warsaw); C. Bohm (Rome); H.D. Ehrich 
(Dortmund); P. van Emde Boas (Amsterdam); S. Even (Haifa); I.M. Have1 (Prague); 
J. van Leeuwen (Utrecht); H. Maurer (Graz); L.G.L.T. Meertens (Amsterdam); K. 
Mehlhorn (Saarbriicken); A.R. Meyer (Cambridge, USA); R. Milner (Edinburgh); 
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U. Montanari fPisa); 
(Leiden); A. Salomaa 
(Paris). 
EATCS-news 
M. Nivat (Paris); M. Paterson (Warwick); 6. Rozenberg 
(Turku); J.W. Thatcher (Yorktown Heights); J. Vuillemin 
Organizing Commitiee 
J.W. de Bakker (Amsterdam), .I. van Leeuwen (Utrecht, chairman), G. Rozenberg 
(Leiden), L.A.M. Verbeek (Enschede), Mrs. S.J. Kuipers-Hoekstra (Amsterdam, 
secretary). 
Further informatim 
ICALP 1980 will be held in the conference centre ‘De Leeuwenhorst’ in Noord- 
wijkerhout (The Netherlands) some 40 km south-west of Amsterdam, beautifully 
located near the dunes a few kilometers from the North Sea resort beaches between 
Moordwijk ancfl Zandvoort. Details about in-house lodging and further items about 
the conference (and the final program) will be sent automatically to anyone submit- 
ting a paper. others should write early 1980 to: 
ICALP 1980, 
Mathematical Centre, 2e Boerhaavestraat 49, 
1091 AL Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
or wait for announcements of the final program. 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS 
Prof. G. Rozenberg, treasurer of EATCS, would like to announce his change of 
address. Membership information may now be obtained from his new address: 
Professor G. Rozenberg 
Institute of Applied Mathematics 
and Computer Science 
University of Leiden 
Wassenaarseweg 80
P.0. Box 9512 
2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands 
